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Abstract—This paper presents a low-light video restora-
tion algorithm using similar patches among temporally ad-
jacent frames. The proposed artifact-free low-light video
restoration algorithm consists of three steps: 1) brightness
enhancement using similar patches among temporally adja-
cent frames and adaptive accumulation; 2) improved color
assignment to reduce color distortion; and 3) image fusion
for saturation reduction using the guide map. The proposed
brightness enhancement step guarantees not to produce
any undesired artifacts because of searching the most sim-
ilar patches among given set of temporally adjacent frames.
The color assignment and fusion steps enable a fully auto-
matic color preservation and average brightness control.
Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can
better restore high-quality videos without undesired arti-
facts such as noise amplification, flicker, color distortion,
and brightness saturation. As a result, the proposed algo-
rithm can be implemented in a wide range of digital imaging
applications such as video surveillance systems and ad-
vanced driver assistance systems.

Index Terms—Image enhancement, image restoration,
video signal processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-QUALITY digital videos are widely used for var-
ious application fields such as object recognition sys-

tems, intelligent robotic systems, video surveillance systems,
and advanced driver assistance systems [1]–[5]. However, a low-
quality digital camera significantly reduces the performance of
these systems. In order to acquire high-quality images, sophis-
ticated optical systems have been implemented and the pixel
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density of an imaging sensor has been increased. However,
the reduced pixel size generates a chronic problem such as the
chrominance noise, which is also called the cross-talk noise [6].
In addition, it is common for a digital camera to acquire very
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) images in a low-light condition.
Although various image enhancement algorithms have been pro-
posed to solve this problem, they cannot be easily implemented
in compact, portable devices because of the limited power con-
sumption and computational complexity.

Many brightness enhancement and restoration algorithms
have been developed over the past few decades. The histogram-
based enhancement algorithms utilize the cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) computed from the histogram of an input
image [7]–[11]. Chen and Ramli first divided the histogram
of an input image into several ranges, and performed the his-
togram equalization in the separated histogram [12]. Kim et al.
enhanced the dynamic range by redistributing the clipped his-
togram of an input image with a gain controllable manner [13].
Stark’s method locally performs histogram equalization by clip-
ping the histogram of an input image and interpolating the CDF
of image blocks [14].

These methods redistribute the histogram to enhance the low-
light image. However, the histogram cannot be accurately es-
timated since a low-light image has a low SNR. In addition,
the CDF drastically changes when the extremely narrow his-
togram of the low-light image spreads out, and results in the
saturation problem in the bright region. To solve this problem,
optimization-based histogram equalization method was pro-
posed. The advanced contrast enhancement method is proposed
in [15] and [16]. This method estimated the optimal histogram
by minimizing the �2-norm of the difference from the histogram
of an input image. In addition, they also proposed an automatic
parameter selection method using the image quality assessment
metric of contrast based on the saliency preservation.

The Retinex theory incorporates the human cognitive pro-
cess that is more sensitive to the reflectance than illumination
component in the nonlinear sense [17]–[19]. The Retinex-based
enhancement algorithms aim to separate the illumination com-
ponent using Gaussian low-pass filtering, and then perform
the logarithmic transformation to enhance the dynamic range
of the reflectance component [20], [21]. Jobson et al. per-
formed the multiscale Gaussian low-pass filtering to estimate
the illumination component and minimize the color distor-
tion [22]. However, the low-pass filtering generally generates
halo effect near edges, and the resulting image tends to lose
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color components due to the independent process in each color
channel.

To solve this problem, an advanced Retinex theory called
random sprays retinex (RSR) is proposed. The light paths onto
the target and neighboring pixels based on the mathematical
analysis of the original Retinex model were estimated in [23]
and [24]. The authors also analyzed the performance of the RSR
according to the parameters to control the radius and density of
the spray. Banić and Lončarić proposed the improved version
of the original RSR method by reducing the noise amplification
in the resulting image [25]. They also proposed its extended
version to reduce the computational complexity and halo ef-
fect [26]. Ma et al. proposed a total variation-based Retinex
algorithm (�1-Retinex), but it cannot be implemented in in-
dustrial devices because of the computational overhead in the
�1-minimization [27]. In addition, Wang et al. proposed the
Retinex-based image synthesis method using the relationship
between detail and naturalness [28]. However, it is also required
a high-computational time in the same manner.

In addition, various video enhancement methods have been
developed [29]–[31]. Kim et al. proposed the low-light video
enhancement framework combining the contrast enhancement
and nonlocal-based temporal denoising methods, but it cannot
avoid the flickering artifact because of the histogram stretching-
based enhancement procedure [32], [33]. Ko’s method pre-
sented in [31] enhanced the brightness of the low-light video
by accumulating the similar patches after the gamma correc-
tion. However, it cannot avoid the blocking artifact in the re-
sulting frame because the gamma correction of each patch
generates the discontinuity of the intensity between adjacent
patches.

An advanced approach restores the brightness of a low-light
input image using the transmission map computed from dark
channel prior (DCP) [29], [34]. Jiang et al. used the haze re-
moval method to the inversed low-light input image, which
is visually similar to a hazy image [30]. Although the haze
removal-based restoration algorithms provide more improved
results than the Retinex- and histogram-based algorithms with
the reduced color distortion and brightness saturation, the per-
formance depends on the accuracy of the estimated DCP and
atmospheric light. In addition, the noise is amplified since a gen-
eral degradation model of a hazy image does not consider a noise
model.

When a single image-based method is used to enhance a
low-light video, flickering artifacts occurs by the different mean
brightness of adjacent frames. In the same manner, color distor-
tion is another problem of the image enhancement algorithm.
To solve this problem, this paper presents a novel artifact-free
low-light video restoration algorithm using the temporal similar-
ity and adaptive accumulation in a specified searching region.
In addition, the guide map, which is computed from the in-
put frame, prevents to saturate the bright region, and the color
distortion is minimized by using the improved color assign-
ment method. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can provide
a significantly enhanced video without undesired artifacts us-
ing an affordable computational complexity for various imag-
ing devices. The proposed method aims to enhance the bright-

Fig. 1. Piecewise linear approximation of the low-light imaging transfer
function [35]: (a) red dotted line represents the ideal transfer function
with an infinite intensity range, and (b) blue line segments represent the
low-light imaging transfer function.

Fig. 2. Proposed low-light video degradation model with flickers.

ness of low-light video in challenging illumination conditions
without various side effects including halo effect, noise ampli-
fication, brightness saturation by overenhancement, and video
flickering.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
degradation model with flickers. Section III describes the pro-
posed low-light image restoration algorithm using the tempo-
ral similarity. Section IV provides experimental results, and
Section V concludes the paper.

II. LOW-LIGHT VIDEO DEGRADATION MODEL WITH FLICKERS

Let fc(x, t) be the virtually ideal color video frame with an
infinite dynamic range for c ∈ {R,G,B}, t = 1, 2, . . ., and the
spatial coordinate x, then the observed digital video can be
modeled as

gc(x, t) = Hc [fc(x, t) + ηc(t)] (1)

where ηc(t) represents the flicker noise that is a constant image
whose intensity randomly changes with respect to time t, and
Hc(·) is the low-light imaging transfer function. Yoo et al. pro-
posed a piece-wise linear approximation of the transfer function
as shown in Fig. 1 [35].

In the video degradation model given in (1), we assume that
there is no spatial processing between neighboring pixels. In
the real low-light imaging process, the flicker noise results from
either imaging environment such as flash lights and dynamic
illumination or an electronics rolling shutter in a CMOS image
sensor [35]. The proposed video degradation model is shown in
Fig. 2.
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III. LOW-LIGHT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT USING TEMPORAL

SIMILARITY AND GUIDE MAP

The proposed low-light image restoration algorithm first re-
stores the luminance channel of a low-light input frame us-
ing the patch similarity. Next, it performs color assignment for
minimum color distortion. Color compensated versions of the
brightness enhanced and input RGB color images are then fused
to reduce the brightness saturation using the guide map. Fig. 3
shows the block diagram of the proposed algorithm.

A. Brightness Enhancement Using Temporal Similarity

As defined in Section II, the low-light image generates various
types of flicker noise in the image acquisition process. Exist-
ing single image-based enhancement methods may amplify the
flickering artifact without considering the temporal correlation.
In order to remove the flickering artifact in existing low-light
video restoration algorithms, a postprocessing is needed to cor-
rect the mean brightness value of the individually enhanced
frames. Gu et al. performed the median brightness preservation
method to minimize the flickering artifact in the video enhance-
ment process [15]. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm
can provide the flicker-free enhanced video by adaptively accu-
mulating the similar patches in adjacent input frames.

The proposed method first converts the input RGB color space
to YCbCr color space, and only uses the luminance (Y) channel
in the following enhancement process. Next, similar patches in
temporally adjacent luminance frames are selected using the
local self-similarity in the specified region [36]. Let P (xi , t)
be a patch centered at xi in the tth luminance frame. Then, the
most similar patch centered at xj in the t − lth frame minimizes
‖P (xi , t) − P (xj , t − l)‖2

2 , for l = 1, ..., k.
In low-light conditions, noise and random object motions of

an input video make the motion vector estimation extremely
difficult. Furthermore, an inaccurately estimated motion vector
results in undesired occlusions in the accumulation process. To
overcome the occlusion problem, the ith patch in the enhanced
frame is computed by accumulating the most similar patches in
k previous frames as

PE (xi , t) = P (xi , t) +
k∑

l=1

P̃ (xj , t − l) (2)

where

P̃ (xj , t − l) =
{

P (xj , t − l), if SAD(x) < θ
P (xi , t), otherwise

(3)

and

SAD(x) = |gY (x, t) − gY (x, t − l)| . (4)

The brightness enhanced frame gE
Y (x, t) is constructed by

collecting the similar patches P (xi , t) in (3). In this step, to
prevent the brightness saturation in the similar patch accumu-
lation in (2), the proposed method reduces saturation using the
compensation map described in Section III-C. The threshold of
patch similarity, denoted as θ in (3), was set to be 0.2 in this
paper for the experimentally best enhanced result.

The threshold θ controls the relative amount of accumulation
of the similar patch according to the sum of absolute difference
(SAD) value between adjacent frames. Specifically, if θ is close
to 1, it implies that the proposed method accumulates the similar
patches having the high SAD values and results in the occlusion
artifact in the resulting frame. To solve this problem, the pro-
posed method searches the similar patch in the current frame.
On the other hand, if θ is close to 0, the proposed method ac-
cumulates more similar patches of the adjacent frames without
the occlusion artifact.

B. Improved Color Assignment

A general color assignment method restores the original color
of the brightness enhanced image by preserving the ratio of input
RGB color channels [37], [38]. However, an imbalance of the
low-light color channels limits the performance of the color
restoration. In addition, since the human perceives the green
wavelength more sensitively than red and blue colors, the color
filter array of an imaging sensor contains green sensors twice
more than red (R) and blue (B) sensors. As a result, in a low-
light condition, R and B pixels are less sensitive to the light into
the photodiode of a sensor, and the resulting video is degraded
by the color distortion and flicker artifacts.

To solve this problem, existing color constancy methods es-
timates the global illuminant component across the scene, and
corrects the chromaticity to obtain the color constant image,
which regards as the scene under the neutral light source [18],
[39], [40]. Kim et al. proposed a new imaging pipeline model to
obtain the color constant image using the RAW data and sRGB
image acquired from different cameras under different white
balance and exposure conditions [41].

In the proposed algorithm, the deficient color channels are
compensated according to the mean brightness value of an in-
put frame to minimize the color distortion. The color channel
compensation process can be expressed as

gcc
c (x, t) = gc(x, t)

+γc (1 − S (gc(x, t), λ, gmean(x, t))) · gmax
c (t) (5)

where gcc
c (x, t) represents the color channel compensated

frame, gmean(x, t) the mean brightness value of the R, G, and
B color channels, gmax

c (t) the maximum intensity value of each
color channel at the tth frame, and S(·) the sigmoid function
that is defined as

S (α, λ, δ ) =
1

1 + exp (−λ(α − δ))
(6)

where λ controls the slope of the sigmoid function, and λ = 5 is
used for the empirically best result in this paper. The right term
of (5) means that the proposed algorithm compensates the color
values under the mean brightness value. γc represents the color
compensation ratio of each color channel and is expressed as

γc =
(

max (gmean
c (t))

gmean
c (t)

)
− 1 (7)
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed low-light video restoration algorithm.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the variation of the mean brightness value for
each color channel and the restored result: (a) mean brightness value of
the input frames, (b) those of color restored frames, (c) restored result
without using the proposed color channel compensation, and (d) restored
result using the proposed color channel compensation.

where gmean
c (t) is the averaged brightness value of each color

channel at the tth frame, and max (gmean
c (t)) is the maximum

mean brightness value among the R, G, and B color channels.
Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the variation of the mean

brightness value for each color channel and the restored result.
As shown in Fig. 4(a), the mean brightness value of the green
channel is higher than other color channels in the input video
frames since the red and blue sensors react less to the light
in the photo diode. Fig. 4(c) shows the restored result with
the amplified green channel. On the other hand, as shown in
Fig. 4(b), the proposed color channel compensation method
balances out color components to preserve the original color. As
a result, a naturally looking restored result is generated without
the undesired color distortion as shown in Fig. 4(d).

Finally, the improved color assignment method using the
color compensated input frame and restored luminance chan-
nel is expressed as

gA
c (x, t) =

(
gcc

c (x, t)
gY (x, t)

)ρ

gE
Y (x, t) (8)

where gA
c (x, t) represents the color reproduced frame from the

enhanced luminance channel, and ρ represents a parameter that
controls the dynamic range of the enhanced frame. The proposed
color assignment method preserves the proportion among the R,
G, and B color channels by using the sigmoid function and color
compensation ratio.

C. Image Fusion-Based Saturation Reduction Using
Guide Map

To avoid saturation in the bright region, the proposed method
generates the guide map at each input luminance frame. The pro-
posed guide map solves the saturation problem by similar patch
accumulation, and preserves the enhanced brightness value in
the low-light region. The proposed guide map is computed as

gG
Y (x, t) = exp

(
−gmed

Y (x, t)
σ2

)
(9)

where gG
Y (x, t) is the guide map to preserve the bright region,

σ is a parameter that controls the decaying speed of the expo-
nential function and is set to 0.3, and gmed

Y (x, t) is the 7 × 7
median filtered version of gY (x, t). The median filter is used to
prevent an inaccurate estimation from noisy components. The
exponential function with the negative argument inverts the tth
input luminance frame.

Finally, the tth low-light frame is enhanced using the guide
map gG

Y (x, t), brightness enhanced image gA
c (x, t), and color

compensated image gcc
c (x, t) as

f̂c(x, t) = gA
c (x, t)gG

Y (x, t) + gcc
c (x, t)

(
1 − gG

Y (x, t)
)
. (10)

Fig. 5 shows the step-by-step result of the propose saturation
reduction method using the guide map in the low-light image
restoration process using (10). As shown in Fig. 5(b), the bright-
ness enhanced result exhibits the overenhancement problem in
the bright region of the input frame. To solve this problem, the
guide map plays a role in reducing saturation and preserving
the enhanced brightness value, as shown in Fig. 5(c). Fig. 5(d)
shows the restored resulting image without color distortion and
brightness saturation.
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Fig. 5. Results of the proposed low-light image restoration algorithm using the brightness enhanced image and guide map: (a) input image, (b)
brightness enhanced result by accumulating similar patches, (c) guide map to preserve the bright region, and (d) finally restored image.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed low-light
video restoration algorithm is compared with those of state-of-
the-art existing image enhancement methods in the sense of both
subjective and objective assessments and the processing time.
An extended set of experimental results can be downloaded in
the form of a supplementary PDF at http://ieeexplore.org.

A. Subjective Assessment

In this section, we compared the performance of various
low-light video restoration algorithms including the proposed
method using a set of real test photographs of size 2048 × 1080
acquired under 20 lx with a shutter speed of 2 ms.

As shown in Figs. 6–9, the histogram-based algorithms pro-
duce brightness saturation and color distortion artifacts because
they drastically spread the narrow band of the histogram of the
low-light input image into a very wide range [12]–[14]. Al-
though Singh’s algorithm provides the better enhanced results
than conventional histogram-based algorithms in low-light con-
dition, it overenhances bright regions in the image [42]. Ko’s al-
gorithm cannot avoid the brightness saturation either because of
the similar patch accumulation in the bright region [31]. Jiang’s
algorithm provides the better restored result than histogram-
based algorithms. However, the resulting image can neither
avoid distortion nor preserve the bright region, which can be
observed in the cropped and enlarged version.

The Retinex-based algorithm improves the input image by
removing the illumination component. However, the dynamic
range of the low-light input image is further shrunk by the log-
arithmic transform, and as a result, it makes the resulting image
have low contrast and saturation, as shown in Figs. 6(h)–9(h).
Wang’s algorithm preserves more details of the dark region
than abovementioned restoration algorithms [28]. However, the
color distortion is still observable in the cropped and enlarged
version. Ravi et al. presented a contrast enhancement method us-
ing �1-minimization with a gamma corrected fidelity term [43].
Although this algorithm produces a naturally enhanced result,
as shown in Figs. 6(j)–9(j), the color distortion is unavoidable
in the resulting image at the high-computational cost of the
�1-minimization. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm can
produce the significantly improved result without artifacts using
the improved color assignment and the guide map to reduce the
brightness saturation, as shown in Figs. 6(k)–9(k).

B. Objective Assessment

In this section, we evaluated the quality of the restored images
using the objective image quality assessment metrics including
averaged entropy (AE) [44], lightness order error [28], and blind
assessment [45]. In addition, we used the state-of-the-art image
quality metrics such as autoregressive-based image sharpness
metric (ARISM) [46] and no-reference image quality metric for
contrast distortion (NIQMC) [47]. The higher score of the AE,
LOE, ARISM, and r̄ in blind assessment, and the lower score
of NIQMC and Σ in blind assessment represent better image
quality, respectively. The comparison of the objective image
quality assessments is summarized in Tables I–IV.

The AE assesses the averaged entropy of randomly sampled
data in the gray channel. So a higher AE value implies that
the resulting image contains more detail components [44]. On
the other hand, the LOE evaluates how much the global in-
tensity variation is preserved in the restored image compared
with an input image. So a lower LOE value indicates that the
resulting image preserves more naturalness. Additionally, blind
assessment assesses the ratio of edge preservation (r̄) in the
dark region and the contrast enhancement ratio on the black
and white pixels (Σ). The ARISM metric assesses the sharpness
of an image using the autoregressive parameters. The NIQMC
metric is based on the comparison of the entropy in the locally
unpredictable region and the global image histogram.

Table I summarizes the AE and LOE scores on the restored
results shown in Figs. 6–9. Stark’s algorithm provides the high-
est AE score than other algorithms because it performs the local
histogram enhancement on each block. However, as shown in
Fig. 9(d), Stark’s algorithm provides the unnaturally overen-
hanced result with the higher LOE score. Although Ravi’s al-
gorithm provides the lowest LOE score [43], it still shows the
low-light regions as shown in Fig. 7(h). Since Jobson’s algo-
rithm enhances the brightness of the dark region with the ampli-
fied unnatural artifacts near edges as shown in Figs. 6(h)–9(h),
it results in the highest r̄ score as summarized in Table II. In
the same manner, Stark’s algorithm also provides the high r̄
score because it performs the local histogram equalization. The
edges and noise in the dark regions are amplified by the contrast
enhancement.

The ARISM scores of the histogram- and Retinex-based
methods are higher than other enhancement methods, but the
resulting images show the imbalanced amplification in the dark
region of the low-light input image. Specifically, Wang’s method
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Fig. 6. Comparative experimental results: (a) input low-light image, (b) Chen’s algorithm [12], (c) Kim’s algorithm [13], (d) Stark’s algorithm [14],
(e) Singh’s algorithm [42], (f) Ko’s algorithm [31], (g) Jiang’s algorithm [30], (h) Jobson’s algorithm [22], (i) Wang’s algorithm [28], (j) Ravi’s
algorithm [43], and (k) proposed algorithm (k = 6, ρ = 0.9, λ = 5, and σ = 0.3).

Fig. 7. Comparative experimental results: (a) input low-light image, (b) Chen’s algorithm [12], (c) Kim’s algorithm [13], (d) Stark’s algorithm [14],
(e) Singh’s algorithm [42], (f) Ko’s algorithm [31], (g) Jiang’s algorithm [30], (h) Jobson’s algorithm [22], (i) Wang’s algorithm [28], (j) Ravi’s
algorithm [43], and (k) proposed algorithm (k = 6, ρ = 0.9, λ = 5, and σ = 0.3).

Fig. 8. Comparative experimental results: (a) input low-light image, (b) Chen’s algorithm [12], (c) Kim’s algorithm [13], (d) Stark’s algorithm [14],
(e) Singh’s algorithm [42], (f) Ko’s algorithm [31], (g) Jiang’s algorithm [30], (h) Jobson’s algorithm [22], (i) Wang’s algorithm [28], (j) Ravi’s
algorithm [43], and (k) proposed algorithm (k = 6, ρ = 1, λ = 0, and σ = 0.3).

Fig. 9. Comparative experimental results: (a) input low-light image, (b) Chen’s algorithm [12], (c) Kim’s algorithm [13], (d) Stark’s algorithm [14],
(e) Singh’s algorithm [42], (f) Ko’s algorithm [31], (g) Jiang’s algorithm [30], (h) Jobson’s algorithm [22], (i) Wang’s algorithm [28], (j) Ravi’s
algorithm [43], and (k) proposed algorithm (k = 6, ρ = 0.9, λ = 0, and σ = 0.3).
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS USING THE AE [44] AND LOE [28] FOR THE LOW-LIGHT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROPOSED AND EXISTING METHODS

[12] [13] [14] [42] [31] [30] [22] [28] [43] Prop.

AE LOE AE LOE AE LOE AE LOE AE LOE AE LOE AE LOE AE LOE AE LOE AE LOE

Fig. 6 4.86 284 5.34 290 7.62 1722 5.32 314 5.41 181 5.46 220 5.51 1650 6.32 582 4.61 138 5.94 211
Fig. 7 5.28 228 6.23 275 6.12 230 6.15 288 6.07 159 6.34 213 5.74 1576 6.58 454 6.52 177 6.27 209
Fig. 8 5.72 208 6.67 312 7.55 1789 6.57 302 6.56 149 6.50 187 6.17 1804 6.87 856 5.57 82.5 6.49 168
Fig. 9 4.71 227 5.76 303 7.55 1623 5.69 312 5.61 207 5.87 249 5.84 1685 6.57 731 5.03 136 6.01 231
avg. 5.14 236 6.00 295 7.21 1341 5.93 304 5.91 174 6.04 217 5.81 1678 6.58 655 5.43 133 6.17 204

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS USING THE BLIND ASSESSMENT BY HAUTIÈRE et al. [45]

[12] [13] [14] [42] [31] [30] [22] [28] [43] Prop.

r̄ Σ r̄ Σ r̄ Σ r̄ Σ r̄ Σ r̄ Σ r̄ Σ r̄ Σ r̄ Σ r̄ Σ

Fig. 6 5.61 0.21 11.7 0.01 24.3 0.00 21.7 0.01 4.80 0.01 8.09 0.01 22.9 0.01 14.4 0.01 1.12 0.00 6.48 0.01
Fig. 7 1.78 9.55 13.3 0.00 3.80 0.00 14.3 0.00 5.04 9.54 7.90 9.54 26.4 9.54 10.1 9.54 3.44 3.12 6.29 9.54
Fig. 8 2.21 0.00 9.74 0.00 15.8 0.00 11.1 0.00 4.67 0.00 6.55 0.00 19.7 0.00 8.85 0.00 1.09 0.00 4.86 0.00
Fig. 9 1.67 3.10 14.9 0.00 19.7 0.00 16.5 0.00 4.72 0.00 6.32 3.11 24.5 0.00 10.6 0.00 1.27 0.00 5.22 0.00
avg. 2.81 3.21 12.4 0.00 15.9 0.00 15.9 0.00 4.80 2.38 7.21 3.16 23.3 2.38 10.9 2.38 1.73 0.78 5.71 2.38

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE NO-REFERENCE OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS

USING ARISM [46]

[12] [13] [14] [42] [31] [30] [22] [28] [43] Prop.

Fig. 6 5.50 4.95 5.79 5.66 4.61 4.46 6.24 4.67 2.56 4.97
Fig. 7 3.75 3.83 3.77 3.97 3.84 4.35 5.40 4.11 2.73 4.07
Fig. 8 4.08 4.02 4.82 4.59 4.06 4.02 5.63 4.17 2.61 4.01
Fig. 9 5.52 4.51 5.07 4.77 4.64 5.14 5.37 4.60 2.59 4.66
avg. 4.71 4.32 4.86 4.74 4.28 4.49 5.66 4.38 2.62 4.42

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE NO-REFERENCE OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS

USING NIQMC [47]

[12] [13] [14] [42] [31] [30] [22] [28] [43] Prop.

Fig. 6 3.56 4.23 5.29 4.63 3.91 4.23 3.73 4.50 1.97 3.39
Fig. 7 4.15 5.13 4.07 4.92 4.73 4.88 4.64 4.81 4.03 4.14
Fig. 8 4.22 5.28 5.31 5.12 4.94 4.99 4.58 4.64 3.54 4.32
Fig. 9 3.70 4.82 5.25 4.63 4.42 4.91 4.32 4.71 3.48 4.27
avg. 3.90 4.86 4.98 4.82 4.50 4.75 4.31 4.66 3.25 4.03

provides the highest score because the dark regions are restored
with the halo effect by the local histogram equalization.

In terms of the NIQMC score, the NIQMC score is higher than
the proposed method since existing methods provide the overen-
hanced contrast in the resulting image. On the other hand, the
NIQMC scores of Figs. 6(h)–9(h) and 6(j)–9(j) are lower than
the proposed method because the contrast of the result images of
Chen’s algorithm and Ravi’s algorithm are consistent with the
low-light input image. Conventional methods providing higher
metric scores show unnatural artifacts such as overenhancement,
halo effect, and color distortion, as shown in Figs. 6–9. On the

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE PROCESSING TIME IN SECONDS

[12] [13] [14] [42] [31] [30] [22] [28] [43] Prop.

avg. 0.19 0.30 0.15 5.72 1.61 0.50 3.10 80.7 14.0 1.65

other hand, the proposed algorithm provides better image qual-
ity assessment scores and visually enhanced results, as shown
in Figs. 6(k)–9(k).

In addition, the computational processing time was estimated
as summarized in Table V. All the experiments were performed
on a 3.60 GHz CPU and 12 GB of RAM. The histogram-based
algorithms restore the low-light image of size 2048 × 1080 in
1 s. However, these algorithms provide unnatural artifacts in
the resulting image as shown in Figs. 6–9. Wang’s algorithm
takes about 80 s because it decomposes the input image into
reflectance and illumination components using the bright-pass
filter and bilogarithmic transform [28]. On the other hand, the
proposed algorithm provides better improved results than exist-
ing algorithms at the lower computational cost, and it can be
implemented in the real-time low-light video restoration system
with a GPGPU to accelerate parallelized modules.

The proposed algorithm has the computational complexity of
O(M 2 log N 2), where M 2 represents the size of the image, and
N 2 the size of the patch. In the similar patch searching step,
the computational complexity of the patch similarity is reduced
from O(N 2) to O(log N 2) since we compute the patch simi-
larity using the selected patch with the interval in the searching
region. In addition, the proposed method uses the temporally
adjacent frames to obtain the brightness enhanced frame. It im-
plies that the implementation of the proposed method on FPGA
requires the additional frame-buffer memories to allow the tem-
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Fig. 10. Variation in the mean brightness for existing restoration algo-
rithms and the proposed algorithm.

porally adjacent frames. Since the performance of the proposed
method depends on the number of adjacent frames, it is impor-
tant to set the number of frame-buffer memories. Additionally,
the computational cost of the proposed method can be reduced
by searching the similar patch within a smaller region.

C. Flickering-Artifact Assessment

This section describes the comparative results in the sense
of flickering-artifact reduction in the low-light video restoration
process. In order to assess the quality of the flickering-artifact
reduction, we evaluated the variation of the mean brightness
value and flickering score [48] between adjacent frames.

Fig. 10 shows the mean brightness variations using various
restoration algorithms. Since the histogram-based algorithms
separately perform the contrast enhancement in each input
frame, it can neither control the flickering-artifact nor smooth
the variation of the mean brightness values.

Since k similar patches are accumulated to the current patch
in (2), the mean brightness values of the resulting frames can be
regarded as the k + 1 times brighter version of the input frames.
In addition, the mean brightness value does not abruptly change
in the specified searching region of a small size. Therefore, the
proposed method can be consistent with the variation in the
mean brightness value of the input frames as shown Fig. 10.

Although Jiang’s algorithm produces an improved result than
the histogram-based algorithms, it cannot completely remove
color distortion and flickering-artifact since the estimation of
the atmospheric light is separately performed in each input
frame. Wang’s algorithm improves the mean brightness of input
frames. However, it shows the inversion of the mean brightness
value between the 70th and 80th frames. Although Ravi’s al-
gorithm restores the low-light input video without flickers, it
cannot sufficiently enhance the brightness. On the other hand,
the proposed algorithm successfully restores the low-light video

Fig. 11. Flickering score for existing restoration algorithms and the
proposed algorithm.

using the temporal similarity between adjacent frames without
the drastic change in the mean brightness of the restored frames.

Fig. 11 shows the variation of the flickering score of the
proposed and existing restoration algorithms. The flickering
score was originally proposed in H.264/MPEG video com-
pression standard to evaluate the discontinuity between adja-
cent frames [48]. In order to estimate the flickering effect, the
flickering score computes the ratio of the Euclidean distance
between blocks in an input and restored frames as

FS =
1
M

M∑

m=1

∣∣∣f̂t(m) − f̂t−1(m)
∣∣∣ + α

|ft(m) − ft−1(m)| + α
(11)

subject to ‖ft(m) − ft−1(m)‖2
2 < θ, where f̂ represents the

enhanced frame, f the input low-light frame, M the number of
blocks, the constant α was set to be 0.01, θ the threshold for
difference of the adjacent frames, which was set to be 0.1, and
t the frame number. The flickering score, which is close to 1,
implies that the restored video is more flickering free.

As shown in Fig. 11, the histogram-based methods cannot
control the drastic change of the flickering scores. Since Jiang’s
algorithm uses the atmospheric light computed from the first
five frames, it results in the flicker artifact. In addition, Wang’s
algorithm also generates the flicker artifact because it does not
consider the difference in the illumination component between
adjacent frames. Although Ravi’s algorithm produces the bet-
ter flickering scores than the proposed method, the amount of
improvement is not good enough as shown in Fig. 11. On the
other hand, the proposed algorithm provides the enhanced re-
sults without drastic changes of flickering score than existing
restoration algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a low-light video restoration algorithm
that selectively accumulates similar patches for artifact-free low-
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light video enhancement. Since similar patches were adaptively
accumulated according to the SAD value, the proposed algo-
rithm could remove flickers without color distortion or ghosting
artifact. In addition, the proposed method analyzed the unbal-
anced color amplification in the restoration process and used a
novel color assignment step to reduce the unnatural color distor-
tion by correcting the input RGB color channels. The proposed
guide map reduced the saturation by compensating the bright
region of a restored frame. As shown in the experimental re-
sults, the proposed method provided the significantly enhanced
result without flickering, color distortion, and saturation prob-
lems using a cost-effective implementation. In the future work,
the noise reduction step will be included in the low-light restora-
tion algorithm for detail-preserving noise removal.
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